
Tender no. GEC/ALUMINI/WAR/QT/01                                                                                                19/02/2018 

 

In connection with the renovation of Western Amphi, the quotations are invited from suitable and 

experienced persons for the works mentioned below. 

 

1. AIR CONDITIONING -  Ceiling suspended Ductable AC’s with  With One 17.0 TR 

Ceiling suspended Ductable AC’s with Twin 8.5 TR Outdoor unit  and One - 11.0 TR 

Ceiling suspended Ductable AC’s with Twin 5.5 TR Outdoor unit (R-410A) including Lo 

side Ancillary jobs of Ductable AC such as Supply of above Equipment’s, 20/22/24 

Gauge GI Ducting as per approved drawing, Acoustic Insulation with 12 mm Glass wool 

Rigid Board with aluminum Perforated sheet, Thermal Insulation 9mm Nitrile 

Rubber/Polyethylene to cover entire duct area, Inter connecting copper refrigerant piping, 

Inter connecting cabling, Drain line termination to the nearest Drain point, Condenser 

Stands without catwalk, Canvas Connections, Aluminum powder coated Diffusers, Grills 

and volume control collar dampers and Installation, testing and commissioning.( 

Ventilation dampers with remote opening facility). Cost for ducting should quoted 

separately. 

 

Terms & Conditions 

1. Any person/firm can quote more than one items related with Western Amphi renovation. 

2. One contractor has to submit only one quotation for a particular item. 

3. In case of tie, weightage will be given for their past experience in executing project inside 

college, license for undertaking Government projects, similar projects etc. 

4. In the case of total contract an amount of 80% of material purchased for the work can be 

given as the interim payment of the work the remaining will be dispersed one or two 

stages up on completion based on the cost/nature of the work. The final disbursement will 

be given up on the completion of work. 

5. 5% of the amount will keep as security for six months from the date of completion 

6. For labour contract the disbursement will be on daily basis through the vouchers of 

alumni association 

7. Material cost and labour cost should be quoted separately.  

 

Dead line of tender: 07/03/2018, 02.00 PM 

Date of opening of tender: 08/03/2018, 04.00 PM 

 

For further queries, Contact,  

1. Er. Sreejith Purushothaman, Mob - 9387444666  

2. Er. P P Sivan, Mob – 9809631256 

3. Er. Mohanan, Mob - 9447671828 


